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Abstract- The Fischlar-TRECVid-2004 system was developed by typing some text and/or adding video/image examples that
for Dublin City University's participation in the 2004 TRECVid come with the topic. During the search, the user can include
video information retrieval benchmarking activity. The system any keyframes determined as relevant from the video into
allows search and retrieval of video shots from over 60 hours
of content. The shot retrieval engine employed is based on a subsequent queries. System B relied solely on searching based
combination of query text matched against spoken dialogue com- on keyframe images without any text-based querying. Thus
bined with image-image matching where a still image (sourced the only way the user can initiate a search in System B is
externally), or a keyframe (from within the video archive itself), by including video/image examples in a search query panel.
is matched against all keyframes in the video archive. Three Thereafter, keyframes can be added to or removed from the
separate text retrieval engines are employed for closed caption . '
text, automatic speech recognition and video OCR. Visual shot quer in anate t to improve the search result.T hesystem
matching is primarily based on MPEG-7 low-level descriptors. was used to conduct an interactive search experiment for the
The system supports relevance feedback at the shot level enabling 25 topics provided for the 2004 TRECVid interactive search
augmentation and refinement using relevant shots located by task. For our experiments, 16 experienced users carried out
the user. Two variants of the system were developed, one this search task each working under a time constraint of 15
that supports both text- and image-based searching and one
that supports image only search. A user evaluation experiment minutes per topic.
compared the use of the two systems. Results show that while The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
the system combining text- and image-based searching achieves tion II presents an overview of the system, including de-
greater retrieval effectiveness, users make more varied and scriptions of the text and image search engines and how the
extensive queries with the image only based searching version. results of these are combined (sections II-A, II-B and II-

D, respectively). The relevance feedback approach employedI. INTRODUCTION is described in section Il-C. The user interface design is

This paper describes the Fischlar-TRECVid-2004 system discussed in section II-E, whilst user searching is described
developed for Dublin City University's participation in the in section Il-F. The experimental set-up used and results
TRECVid 2004 content-based information retrieval bench- obtained are discussed in sections III and IV respectively,
marking exercise [1]. This paper focuses on our participa- whilst conclusions are presented in section V.
tion in the TRECVid interactive search task. This task can
be summarized as follows: given the specified video test II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
data, a set of query topics, and the provided common shot The Fischlar-TRECVid-2004 system supports web-based
boundary reference (supplied by CLIPS-IMAG), the system remote access and has an XML-based architecture that uses
should return a ranked list of shots which best satisfy the MPEG-7 compliant video description schemes. The system
user's information need as expressed in each of the query builds on our previous work for TRECVid-2003 [5], however
topics. The search task test collection consisted of 64 hours the 2004 system described here provides for much finer user
of (MPEG-1) content from CNN Headline News and ABC control of individual visual features in searching. A key
World News Tonight broadcasts recorded during the second objective of our 2004 system being to enable us to study users'
half of 1998. In addition to this, our system also used the ability to make use of individual low-level visual features
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) transcripts supplied by in interactive searching. A system overview is presented in
LIMSI [2], Closed Caption (CC) transcripts from the broadcast figure 1 and the main processing blocks are described in the
and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) results on the video following subsections.
images and motion and face feature extraction results that were
donated by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). A. Text Search
The Fischlar-TRECVid-2004 system is a search/browse To support text searching we used three sources of data,

system based on the Fischlar Digital Video System [3] [4]. Two ASR, CC and OCR, and a separate search engine for each. All
variations of the system were developed for our experiments, indexed text was processed to remove stopwords and stemmed
System A provides text querying functionality and image- using the Porter algorithm. Document terms are weighted
based relevance feedback, whereby the user initiates a query using the standard Okapi BM25 algorithm [6], and a matching
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________________________________________ The similarity between images was estimated by the L2
Minkowsky (Euclidean) distance for each of the features. At

Wdb XSLd_fihbons Wquery time, the user could select which (or all) of the five
features were important via the interface and each of these fea-

jGe XMcel s tures were combined together to produce a final feature ranked
t~~~~~~~ KNE 60MIAd M .ofldMw erhTs

CoMaxUr, Metadlt l ilist. Separate ranked lists of the top 500 shots were generated
for each feature and combined by summing the individual shot
rank to avoid incompatibility issues associated with dissimilar
score distributions in lists from different features.

-! 1 :v tHiC. Relevance Feedback

Relevance feedback is available for both text and image
search results. For text, queries were expanded based on ASR

6 - -;p<teMed FaFfand CC transcripts (with stopwords removed and stemmed)
CDVP KEeyframne Featur<e Indexes of the shots added to the query panel. The top 10 available

expansion terms are selected using Robertson's offer weight
Fig. 1. Ffschlar-TRECVid-2004 System Overview [6] and added to the query. For images, the keyframe of the

associated shot is simply used as another keyframe for the
image matching engine to process.

score is computed by summing matching terms. The document
scores from each engine were summed to produce a final score D Combining Image nd Text Serch
for each document. Since many shot documents are short, the Depending on the user's query and the system used, image
matching score is smoothed using the scores of neighbouring and text ranked lists were combined based on rank position
documents. 15% or 10% of the score of the first and second to generate the final list of 200 top ranked shots that was
preceding and following shots are added respectively. The final presented to the user. In System B, this corresponded to the
outcome of the text search engine is a ranked list of 1,000 top ranked image results alone.
shots. Depending on the user requirements as expressed in the
query, these were either used to rank shots directly before they F User Interfce Design
are presented to the user, or combined with the results of an Figure 2(a) shows the overall system interface for System A
image search result to generate a final ranked list. (the interface for System B is a subset of this, and is described

below). Given the nature of the search task (searching for
B. Image Search video shots within a limited time period) it was necessary to

MPEG-7 image features are automatically extracted from provide support in the interface for both administrative user

all keyframes to support image matching. The following four interaction (i.e. task number, task description, time remaining,
features are extracted - detailed descriptions can be found saved shots) and search/browse functionality (i.e. query panel,

search results playback). Thus screen real estate is dividedin [7] - using the aceToolbox [8], a toolbox of audiovisual s. y .a. T

analysis tools based on a cut-down implementation of the into two areas: administrative area and work area.
The work area is divided into a query panel area and a

offiCialoMPG- eXperimentD-ation Modelct[9]: resolu
search result area. A consistent look and feel is employed

. Colour Layout (CLD) - a comrpact and resolution- throughout to enhance usability and user satisfaction. This
invariant representation of local colour i alnl image based includes 3-D buttons and bevelled lines employed to imply the
on quantized DCT coefficients of sall imlage blocks: possibility of interaction. As the user finds shots that satisfy

ovScalable Colour (SCD) - measures colour distribution the topic, they add them to the saved shot list on the right of the
over an entire image based on applying a Haar transform interface. Shots from this list can be incorporated in the query
to a H[SV histogram; at any time, in addition to those in the current ranked list. The

L Edge lHistogram[l Descriptor (E1HD) mneasures the spatial administrative area also contains a timer that indicates time
distribution of edges by categorising the different kinds remaining for this search task and the possibility to redisplay
of edges found in image blocks; the topic description.

* Homogenous Texture Descriptor (HDT) describes direc-
tionality, coarseness, and regularity of patterns in images F Search Procedure
by means of a bank of orientation and scale sensitive In operation, the user is first presented with a topic descrip-
(Gabor)fl-ters. tion along with example videos/images. In System B. there

In addition, tWO other features donated buy CUwere used, iS nlo text buox (see fgure 2(b) vs. 2(c) and thus whenl the
corresponding to shot motion and face detection. The latter example videos/images are added to the query the user is
enbes te user to fler retrieved shots based on te pres- required to check at least one of te checkboxes correspondn

ence/absenLce of a humn[lr face. to the 6 visualL features used lFor visual retrieval. Search results
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| 0 MWO N. iAK"0"X"UW I ~R to the experiments, participants were provided with remote
and unsupervised access to the system in order to famil-
iarise themselves with both system variants. Furthermore, each
user was provided with the opportunity to complete training
searches before the actual experiment. Thus, we can classify

...............................o r particip s as ee u ers. E h u e c pleted 12

query searches with 15 minutes allocated for the completion
l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ofeach one. Users were assigned to a randomly sequenced set

of topics. For the first six queries they used one system and
the other six used the other system, with another user being
assigned the same topic groups in random order using the
systems in reverse order. Users completed pre- and post-search
and post-experiment questionnaires. After each topic search
wa completed, all saved shots were collated and submitted
to the TRECVid coordinators for manual judgement of the

(a) Fischlir-TRECVID-2004 System GUI relevance of each saved shot.

I111 1 1 1 I I IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
| A|- : R A general description of the TRECVid experiments, includ-

jd~~~il IO~~I~~ d~ii ~~ ing an indication of how the performance of participants'
IshdSEARCH saa~ea systems compared to each other is available in [10]. In this

_ 1 section, we focus on a detailed comparison of our two system
variants.

Retrieval results are presented in Table I, whilst selected
user interaction log data is documented in Table II. Overall,

a MIKE ~~~~~~~~~System A outperformed System B and this was to be expected.
The average mean average precision (MAP) for System A was
over twice that of System B. The total number of shots our

(b) System A (c) System B users found as relevant (see Table II) whether correct or not

Fig.2. Interface Design was almost twice higher with System A than with System B,
supporting the recall figures of Table I. However the average
deviation about the mean for System A at 0.023 (not shown) is

are presented in the middle column of the search area. The over twice that of System B at 0.01 1 (not shown), suggesting
keyframe of the retrieved shot is shown in the centre with a that System A emphasizes variances in user ability more than
highlighting red bounding box. The preceding and following System B. This could also be due to the fact that System
shots immediately neighbouring it are also displayed at smaller B retrieves fewer relevant shots since if we examine MAP
sizes to show its context. The text in the ASR transcript distribution as a function of the number of relevant shots found
associated with the shots is shown below the keyframes with then the differences between the average deviations disappear.
words matching the query highlighted. Each entry displays Average recall clearly illustrates that not using text reduces the
the name and date of the broadcast, and also the approximate recall of System B to 47% of System A (taking the median as
location of the matched shot within the broadcast. Given a opposed to the average gives a value of 46% which suggests
relevant shot in a particular broadcast, it is quite likely that that outliers do not affect this). For 3 of the 24 topics, System
there will be another one nearby. For this reason, the system B outperformed System A (topics 140, 142 and 144). This
provides functionality for the user to view all matches within can be considered to imply that searching for visually striking
a particular broadcast. This corresponds to a compromise shots is thus more amenable to image only based retrieval.
between full browsing of a broadcast (which complicates the System A significantly outperformed System B (average MAP
user's task) and just browsing scarch results (which may lcad <25% that of System A) on 7 topics that typically correspond
to relevant shots being missed). At all levels of browsing, the to searching for shots with no distinctive visual features.
user has the possibility to add to or remove a shot from the The number of searches and refinements for each query was
query or the saved shot list. higher for System B than System A in the given 15-minute

period, partly indicating the quicker and more experimental
III. EXPER1IMLENTAL SiET-UP nature of interaction with System B. This is also indicated

For our experiments, 16 test users were recruited from the conlsiderably higher nlumber of query images added and
within the University, excluding the system developers. All deleted with System B compared to System A ('Interaction
users had high levels of comuputer experielnce, but varyinLg with query panelL' inL Table II). Users took mnore timne at each
levelLs of experienLce with informnation retrievalL system[s. Prior search iterationL with System A, spendinLg lLonLger in formulLating
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TABLE I
RETRIEVAL RESULTS FOR SYSTEM A (TEXT AND IMAGE) VS. SYSTEM B (IMAGE ONLY)

System A System B
Run MAP MP@rel P@ 10 Recall MAP MP@rel P@ 10 Recall

1 0.203 0.532 0.683 0.222 0.066 0.182 0.506 0.082
2 0.190 0.481 0.665 0.181 0.094 0.250 0.504 0.097
3 0.191 0.506 0.652 0.180 0.088 0.215 0.395 0.083
4 0.133 0.397 0.564 0.139 0.074 0.195 0.314 0.077

AVG 0.179 0.479 0.641 0.181 0.081 0.211 0.430 0.085

TABLE II
supports combined text- and image-based search and the otherINTERACTION STATISTICS
image-only search. Whilst the result of the evaluation of the

FSystem A (#) System B # two system variants may appear self-evident, i.e. combined
Finding rele ant shots image- and text-based searching is significantly better than

(added) 2733 1532 image-based searching alone, this experiment has allowed
(removed) 303 614 us to quantify how significant this difference actually is. In

Searching addition, it has provided us with an insight into the more
Total searches 1112 1254
Searches with text 714 N/A experimental manner in which users formulate queries using

Interaction with query panel image features only.This will be important in the context of
Topic example image added 469 791 developing video shot retrieval for video data where ASR, CC
Shot keyframe added 81 45 and OCR text is not available, such as CCTV or home movies.
Image removed from query panel 303 614
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